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The Vampire Queens Servant
For bad girls looking for love . . . fangs are more than
an accessory. These are no Twilight tales — the stories
in Girls Who Bite are varied, unexpected, and soulscorching. Best-selling romance writer Delilah Devlin
and her contributors investigate vampire myths from
around the world, and add fresh girl-on-girl blood to
the pantheon of the paranormal. Take a walk on the
wild side with some of the hottest erotic romance
authors out there. In "La Caida," a Mexican "salteater" saves a fallen angel and redeems her own soul.
In "Bloody Wicked," a powerful witch's spell to lure a
lover turns her into a vampire's love slave. Through a
"Pet Door," a shapeshifting vampire meets the
dominatrix of her dreams. South African
"Impundulu" sweeps you back to a vampire's
primeval beginnings. With a list of contributors that
include Adele Dubois, Christine d'Abo, Paisley Smith,
Myla Jackson, Shayla Kersten, and Vivi Anna, Devlin
delivers a dark and sexy read you can sink your teeth
into! So, sit astride the dome of St. Peter's Basilica,
sail with modern-day pirates, watch a meteor fall to
earth, and taste the powdery wings of a Monarch
butterfly. Not things you'd expect in a vampire tale?
Then sip O-positive from a femoral artery while
tugging at the silky strands of your lover's hair.
Eternally delicious.
THE COMPLETE NOVEL To better serve the
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customers of her lingerie shop, Madison must explore
the pleasures of giving up control... After inheriting
her sister’s North Carolina lingerie shop, Naughty
Bits, Madison jumps at the chance to dump her boring
finance career and try her luck down South. But even
before Madison can settle in, she catches the attention
of the owner of the neighboring hardware store.
Sexually dominant Logan Scott recognizes a
submissive when he sees one. And what he sees, he
wants. He presents her with three very tempting
gifts—handcuffs, erotic cards, and an open invitation
to start her sexual training. She has to accept. After
all, how can she hope to sell fantasies to lingerie
customers without embracing her own? Now, she’s
about to discover just how far her fantasies can take
her—and how far Logan will go to make every one of
them come true. "A+" --Smart Bitches Trashy Books
"Half-demon Luo Binghe rose from humble
beginnings and a tortured past to become unrivaled in
strength and beauty. With his dominion over both the
Human and Demon Realms and his hundreds-strong
harem, he is truly the most powerful protagonist...in a
trashy webnovel series! At least, that's what Shen
Yuan believes as he finishes reading the final chapter
in Proud Immortal Demon Way. But when a bout of
rage leads to his sudden death, Shen Yuan is reborn
into the world of the novel in the body of Shen
Qingqiu--the beautiful but cruel teacher of a young
Luo Binghe. While Shen Qingqiu may have the
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incredible power of a cultivator, he is destined to be
horrifically punished for crimes against the
protagonist. The new Shen Qingqiu now has only one
course of action: get into Luo Binghe's good graces
before the young man's rise to power or suffer the
awful fate of a true scum villain!"--Back cover of
Volume 1.
The Queen's GambitA Leonardo da Vinci
MysteryPenguin
The Return of the King
At Her Service
The Scum Villain's Self-Saving System: Ren Zha
Fanpai Zijiu Xitong (Novel) Vol. 1
A Mistresses of the Board Room Novel
Bound by the Vampire Queen
Vampire Guardian
The #1 New York Times bestselling series! Red
Queen, by #1 New York Times bestselling author
Victoria Aveyard, is a sweeping tale of power,
intrigue, and betrayal, perfect for fans of George
R.R. Martin’s Game of Thrones series. Mare
Barrow's world is divided by blood—those with
common, Red blood serve the Silver-blooded elite,
who are gifted with superhuman abilities. Mare is a
Red, scraping by as a thief in a poor, rural village,
until a twist of fate throws her in front of the Silver
court. Before the king, princes, and all the nobles,
she discovers she has an ability of her own. To
cover up this impossibility, the king forces her to play
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the role of a lost Silver princess and betroths her to
one of his own sons. As Mare is drawn further into
the Silver world, she risks everything and uses her
new position to help the Scarlet Guard—a growing
Red rebellion—even as her heart tugs her in an
impossible direction. One wrong move can lead to
her death, but in the dangerous game she plays, the
only certainty is betrayal. Plus don't miss Realm
Breaker! Irresistibly action-packed and full of lethal
surprises, this stunning fantasy series from Victoria
Aveyard, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
the Red Queen series, begins where hope is lost
and asks: When the heroes have fallen, who will
take up the sword?
SOON TO BE A MAJOR TV SHOW, FROM THE
NETWORK BEHIND THE WALKING DEAD '[W]hen
I found Rice's work I absolutely loved how she took
that genre and (...) made [it] feel so contemporary
and relevant' Sarah Pinborough, bestselling author
of Behind Her Eyes '[Rice wrote] in the great tradition
of the gothic' Ramsey Campbell, bestselling author
of The Hungry Moon The 8th novel in Anne Rice's
internationally bestselling Vampire Chronicles Here
is the glorious and sinister life of Marius: patrician by
birth, scholar by choice and one of the oldest
vampires of them all. From his genesis in ancient
Rome, to his present day we follow the story of this
aristocratic and powerful killer. His is a tale that
spans the breadth of time. When the Visigoths sack
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his city, Marius is there; with the resurgence of the
glory of Rome, he is there, still searching for his lost
love Pandora. So prevalent is Marius that it is he
who gives the dark gift to the illustrious vampire
Armand. Intertwined with the stories of a magnificent
Pantheon of the undead this account of Marius is the
most wondrous and mind-blowing of them all.
A brand-new Vampire Queen novel from the awardwinning author who "never ceases to amaze." -Night
Owl Romance As servant to vampire mistress Lady
Daniela, Elisa is unwaveringly devoted-but she
recoils at one shocking request: destroy the
untamed, undead children entrusted to her care.
There is one desperate option: Malachi, a Native
American vampire who is a legend for his work with
rehabilitating feline predators. And as Malachi
struggles to control the young ones' impulses, he
opens himself up to those of Elisa-and the passion
they share for the night could seal their fates forever.
He’ll pay the cost to his soul to keep her safe... Now
that Jacob belongs to Lady Lyssa completely, the
need to protect her from her world has grown. Being
viewed as property might challenge his soul’s
integrity, but Jacob knows Lyssa needs everything
he can give her. For her, he will be a warrior, a friend
and a lover. A man who will serve her in all ways,
even if he has to betray the priceless treasure of her
love.
A Vampire Queen Series Novel
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The Queen's Gambit
Interview with the Vampire, The Vampire Lestat, The
Queen of the Damned
A Nature of Desire Series Novel
Night’s Templar
Lesbian Vampire Erotica
It's 1941, and Nina is with the Australian Army Nurses
Service in Singapore. What happens to her when the
city falls to the Japanese will shatter Nina’s soul. But
life seems determined to give her more than she can
bear. When her sister dies in a car crash, Nina is
informed that she must take her place as an Inherited
Servant, a human bound to the vampire world. She
will be given to Lord Alistair, a vampire who sees Nina
as his property, to do with as he pleases. Even as she
fights the decision, the ways in which Alistair
commands her surrender lead her to a terrifyingly
different understanding of her will and her dreams. By
binding herself to him, can she become whole again,
but in a way she never expected?
“A welcome way to spend an adventurous time in
Renaissance Italy.”—Margaret Frazer As Court
Engineer to the Duke of Milan, Leonardo DaVinci
turns his superior mind to a variety of pursuits—from
advances in painting to the invention of war machines.
And with his favorite apprentice Dino to aid him, his
keen intellect is perfect for sleuthing. . . . 1483. Milan,
province of Lombardy. On a royal whim, Ludovico
Sforza, the Duke of Milan, orders a living chess game
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to be enacted by members of his court. DaVinci
conjures the spectacle in a single night, but his latest
success turns bitter when one of the “pieces” is
murdered. With even the Duke’s closest advisors
suspect to treachery, DaVinci is the only man Sforza
can trust to conduct the investigation. With his
scrupulous eye for detail, DaVinci uncovers a vile nest
of secrets—and danger—but the most surprising secret
of all may be the true identity of his most talented,
most trusted apprentice. . . . “Impressive . . .
Vivid.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Readers
can expect plenty of intrigue and danger in this
refreshing new series.”—Mystery Scene Magazine
Vampire hunter Gideon Green never intended to
become a vampire's servant. But when Anwyn, a
woman with whom he shared an unforgettable night, is
turned by a vampire pack, Gideon is forced into an
uneasy alliance with one of the most terrifying
vampires he's ever encountered: the mysterious
Daegan Rei. Daegan has a vested interest in Anwyn. As
Gideon and Daegan shepherd Anwyn through her
dangerous validation with the Vampire Council, it's
clear they must learn to trust each other. But as
boundaries erode, Gideon realizes he has become
irreversibly changed-by a bond with the two people in
his life he can't survive without: vampires.
Adan has nothing but hatred for the Fae. But when the
vampire sorcerer comes to Club Atlantis to set up a
portal for magic users, he discovers it’s a haven for a
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Fae female. Even her scent sets off his bloodlust.
Catriona can’t put down roots anywhere. For a tree
nymph, that’s a serious problem. One that calls for a
solution that will appall the Fae world – and risk her
life and heart to a vampire who may not be able to
forgive what her kind took from him.
The Vampire Armand
A Discovery of Witches
Red Queen
Arcane Shot
Blood And Gold
Vampire Mistress
Fourth in the "darkly rich"(TwoLips
Reviews) Vampire Queen series. Escaping
the depraved servitude of a vampire master
she killed, Jessica has found her way,
with three nomadic guides, to the sunbaked desolation of the Sahara-only to
slowly perish. Then she hears the tale of
Farida, an enigmatic beauty lost as well
to the Sahara three centuries ago, whose
ancient desire for the legendary vampire
Lord Mason is stirring the same desires in
Jessica. But the more Jessica's fatal
curiosity reveals of Farida, the closer
she gets to Lord Mason's irresistible and
forbidden secret.
See the difference, read #1 bestselling
author Anne Rice in Large Print * About
Large Print All Random House Large Print
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editions are published in a 16-point
typeface In the latest installment of The
Vampire Chronicles, Anne Rice summons up
dazzling worlds to bring us the story of
Armand - eternally young, with the face of
a Botticelli angel. Armand, who first
appeared in all his dark glory more than
twenty years ago in the now-classic
Interview with the Vampire, the first of
The Vampire Chronicles, the novel that
established its author worldwide as a
magnificent storyteller and creator of
magical realms. Now, we go with Armand
across the centuries to the Kiev Rus of
his boyhood - a ruined city under Mongol
dominion - and to ancient Constantinople,
where Tartar raiders sell him into
slavery. And in a magnificent palazzo in
the Venice of the Renaissance we see him
emotionally and intellectually in thrall
to the great vampire Marius, who
masquerades among humankind as a
mysterious, reclusive painter and who will
bestow upon Armand the gift of vampiric
blood. As the novel races to its climax,
moving through scenes of luxury and
elegance, of ambush, fire, and devil
worship to nineteenth-century Paris and
today's New Orleans, we see its eternally
vulnerable and romantic hero forced to
choose between his twilight immortality
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and the salvation of his immortal soul.
Drawn from his centuries-long slumber,
Azriel, an embittered immortal and Servant
of the Bones, becomes a witness to the
murder of an innocent girl, a crime that
leads him into the conflict between a
great leader of the Hasidim, and his
stepson, a diabolical cult leader.
Reissue.
In the vampire-servant relationship, the
vampire holds all the power. Being Lord
Brian's research assistant as well as his
servant, Debra accepts that, but she
craves her Master's heart. When Brian
notices his servant's unhappiness, he uses
methods they both understand to prove just
what belonging to him fully means. The
Scientific Method is the tenth installment
in the Vampire Queen series. While this
book can be read as standalone, the author
suggests familiarity with Vampire Queen
world to enhance enjoyment.
Chronologically, the story takes place
around the same time as events in Book
VIII, Bound by the Vampire Queen.
A Vampire Queen Novel
Vampire's Soul
Vampire Instinct
An Arcane Shot Series Novel
The Vampire Queen's Servant
Taltos
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The #1 New York Times-bestselling
sequel to A Discovery of Witches, book
two of the All Souls Series. Look for
the hit TV series “A Discovery of
Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus,
Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2
premieres January 9, 2021! Picking up
from A Discovery of Witches'
cliffhanger ending, Shadow of Night
takes reluctant witch Diana Bishop and
vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont on
a trip through time to Elizabethan
London, where they are plunged into a
world of spies, magic, and a coterie of
Matthew's old friends, the School of
Night. As the search for Ashmole
782--the lost and enchanted manuscript
whose mystery first pulled Diana and
Matthew into one another's
orbit--deepens and Diana seeks out a
witch to tutor her in magic, the net of
Matthew's past tightens around them.
Together they find they must embark on
a very different - and vastly more
dangerous - journey. "A captivating and
romantic ripping yarn,"** Shadow of
Night confirms Deborah Harkness as a
master storyteller, able to cast an
"addictive tale of magic, mayhem and
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two lovers."** *E.L. James **Chicago
Tribune
Vampire hunter Gideon Green sure as
hell never intended to become a
vampire's servant. But when Anwyn
Naime, a woman with whom he shared an
unforgettable night, is turned by a
vampire pack, they become bound by
something far greater than either
imagined. It also forces Gideon into an
uneasy alliance with one of the most
terrifying vampires he's ever
encountered: the mysterious Daegan
Rei.Daegan also has a vested interest
in Anwyn. His history with the lovely
nightclub owner is both intimate and
intense. As Gideon and Daegan shepherd
Anwyn through her dangerous validation
with the Vampire Council, it's clear
the three of them must learn to trust
each other. But as boundaries between
them erode and vulnerabilities surface,
Gideon realizes he is no longer the man
he thought he was--changed by a strange
and unexpected bond with the two new
people in his life he can't survive
without¿vampires.
Marius has all the things a Mistress
could want in a one-night-sub
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encounter. Hot body, loads of charm and
a willingness to get her off in any way
she pleases. But Marius has a dark
side. When he takes it too far, he’s
kicked out of The Zone club with only
one way back in—Lady Regina Regina sees
something in Marius. He doesn’t know
what it means to be truly helpless to a
Mistress, but he needs it, more than
any sub she’s ever encountered. But
Marius’s pain, the secrets behind his
bad behavior, will drive her into
perilous territory. Bringing him back
to the Mistress’s control he craves
will be the fight of her life.
His soul is hers for the asking, as the
phenomenally arousing series continues.
Sworn to obedience, compelled by
loyalty, and threatened with damnation
for betrayal, Jacob is Lady Lyssa's
vampire servant. But as Lyssa struggles
with the powers that have come alive in
her paternal Fae blood, she is
challenged by two deadly enemies.
Vampire Trinity
The Vampire Queen’s Servant
Classroom of the Elite (Light Novel)
Vol. 1
Girls Who Bite
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A Leonardo da Vinci Mystery
Lives of the Mayfair Witches
Betraying her Master to the Vampire Council, Alanna, groomed
from birth to be an Inherited Servant, falls under the protection
of Evan and his servant Niall who teach her how to feel, to
desire, and to love. Original.
Lady Daniela has never taken a full human servant. At two
hundred years, she's always put it off, having a bachelor's
attitude toward bonding with another, even an inferior human.
However, on her return to her sheep station in Western Australia
in 1953, she meets Dev, a war veteran and laconic bushman,
who has the talents to help her reclaim her station from her
mother's lover, who usurped her position there forty years
before. But after she takes care of that nasty bit of business,
she's also intending to rid Western Australia of a corrupt Region
Master who is 500 years old and therefore over twice her age
and strength. While a full human servant, particularly one with
Dev's unique talents, can augment her skills and resources, the
more she gets to know him, the more reluctant she is to bind him
to her in a way that might get him killed. But Dev has his own
thoughts on the matter, and she will soon find it's easier for a
vampire to survive in the desert sun than for her to survive
without him by her side.
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls
trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all
the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight” (People). Look for the
hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus,
Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9,
2021! Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of
Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and galvanized fans
around the world. In this tale of passion and obsession, Diana
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Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers
a long-lost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782,
deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a
fantastical underworld, which she navigates with her leading
man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has
created a universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon,
and Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this
riveting tale of magic and suspense. The story continues in book
two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with The Book of Life.
Ruby Night Divine is a gun shop owner. She's also a witch who
knows magic can fail. She's experienced it firsthand, with fullblown tragic consequences. Smith & Wesson is a whole hell of a
lot more reliable, and nothing's as cathartic as the ability to put a
few holes in the things that piss you off. Like Derek
Stormwind.A powerful sorcerer, Derek is determined to get to the
bottom of why she pushed him away and ran three years before.
He also needs her help. A coven needs training to help them fight
a demon and his minions. While Ruby is willing to do it, she's
sure it's just a ruse to get back in her heart-and her bed. The
thing is, that's where she wants him. Unfortunately, her bed's
already made, she's this close to losing her soul, and she fears
nothing can save her. Not Derek. Not even Smith &
Wesson.[NOTE: Arcane Shot was originally released under the
title Something About Witches.]
Vampire Queen Series: Club Atlantis
Naughty Bits
The Feast of All Saints
Servant of the Bones
The Vampire Chronicles 8
Vampire Master

His blood. His soul. His body. Hers for the asking…
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Jacob, an alpha male and former vampire hunter,
will protect a woman without thought. Submitting to
her is a different matter. However, Lady Lyssa needs
him. A thousand-year-old vampire queen, she is
besieged by enemies, and haunted by past losses.
Jacob may be the only soul she can trust. In the
vampire world, a human belongs to his Master or
Mistress in every way. All choices belong to the
vampire. But when love is involved, ownership
becomes a tricky thing…
The hypnotic, deeply seductive novels of Anne Rice
have captivated millions of fans around the world. It
all began a quarter of a century ago with Interview
with the Vampire. Now, in one chilling volume, here
are the first three classic novels of The Vampire
Chronicles. INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE
Witness the confessions of a vampire. A novel of
mesmerizing beauty and astonishing force, it is a
story of danger and flight, love and loss, suspense
and resolution, and the extraordinary power of the
senses. “A magnificent, compulsively readable
thriller . . . Anne Rice begins where Bram Stoker and
the Hollywood versions leave off and penetrates
directly to the true fascination of the myth–the
education of the vampire.” –Chicago Tribune THE
VAMPIRE LESTAT Once an aristocrat from prerevolutionary France, now a rock star in the
decadent 1980s, Lestat rushes through the centuries
seeking to fathom the mystery of his existence. His
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is a mesmerizing story–passionate and thrilling.
“Frightening, sensual . . . A psychological,
mythological sojourn . . . Anne Rice will live on
through the ages of literature. . . . To read her is to
become giddy as if spinning through the mind of
time.” –San Francisco Chronicle QUEEN OF THE
DAMNED Akasha, the queen of the damned, has
risen from a six-thousand-year sleep to let loose the
powers of the night. She has a marvelously devious
plan to “save” mankind–in this vivid novel of the
erotic, electrifying world of the undead. “With The
Queen of the Damned, Anne Rice has created
universes within universes, traveling back in time as
far as ancient, pre-pyramidic Egypt and journeying
from the frozen mountain peaks of Nepal to the
crowded, sweating streets of southern Florida.” –Los
Angeles Times
The heart is a threshold science can't cross... In the
vampire-servant relationship, the vampire holds all
the power. Being Lord Brian's research assistant as
well as his servant, Debra accepts that, but she
craves her Master's heart. When Brian notices his
servant's unhappiness, he uses methods they both
understand to prove just what belonging to him fully
means.
When Ashlar learns that another Taltos has been
seen, he is suddenly propelled into the haunting
world of the Mayfair family, the New Orleans dynasty
of witches forever besieged by ghosts, spirits, and
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their own dizzying powers. For Ashlar knows this
powerful clan is intimately linked to the heritage of
the Taltos. In a swirling universe filled with death and
life, corruption and innocence, this mesmerizing
novel takes us on a wondrous journey back through
the centuries to a civilization half-human, of wholly
mysterious origin, at odds with mortality and
immortality, justice and guilt. It is an enchanted,
hypnotic world that could only come from the
imagination of Anne Rice . . . Praise for Taltos
“Taltos is the third book in a series known as the
lives of the Mayfair witches. . .Their haunted heritage
has brought the family great wealth, which is
exercised from a New Orleans manse with Southern
gentility; but of course such power cannot escape
notice . . . or challenge . . . Rice is a formidable
talent. . . . [Taltos]is a curious amalgam of gothic,
glamour fiction, alternate history, and high soap
opera.”—The Washington Post Book World “Anne
Rice will live on through the ages of literature.”—San
Francisco Chronicle “An intricate, stunning
imagination.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review
“Spellbinding . . . mythical . . . Anne Rice is a pure
storyteller.”—Cosmopolitan “Beautifully
written.”—Kirkus Reivews (starred review) “Her
power of invention seems boundless. . . . She has
made a masterpiece of the morbid, worthy of Poe's
daughter. . . . It is hard to praise sufficiently the
originality of Miss Rice.”—The Wall Street Journal
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Athena Voltaire Compendium
Taken by a Vampire
The Power of Servant-Leadership
The Scientific Method
A Vampire's Claim
The Servant Queen and the King She Serves

The gilded adventures of Ramses the Damned, iconic
creation of the legendary bestselling author, continue in this
breathtakingly suspenseful tale of a titanic supernatural
power unleashed on the eve of war. A pharaoh made
immortal by a mysterious and powerful elixir, Ramses the
Great became counselor and lover to some of Egypt's
greatest and most powerful rulers before he was awakened
from centuries of slumber to the mystifying and dazzling world
of Edwardian England. Having vanquished foes both human
and supernatural, he's found love with the beautiful heiress
Julie Stratford, daughter of Lawrence Stratford, the slain
archeologist who discovered his tomb. Now, with the outbreak
of a world war looming, Ramses and those immortals brought
forth from the mists of history by his resurrection will face their
greatest test yet. Russian assassins bearing weapons of
immense power have assembled under one command: all
those who loved Lawrence Stratford must die. From the
glowing jewels at their necks comes an incredible
supernatural force: the power to bring statues to life. As
Ramses and his allies, including the immortal queens
Cleopatra and Bektaten, gather together to battle these
threats, Ramses reveals that the great weapon may have
roots in an ancient Egyptian ritual designed to render
pharaohs humble before Osiris, the god of the underworld.
The resulting journey will take them across storm-tossed seas
and into the forests of northern Russia, where they will
confront a terrifying collision
of tortured political ambitions and
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religious fervor held in thrall to a Godlike power. But the true
answers they seek will lie beyond the border between life and
death, within realms that defy the imagination of even an
immortal such as Ramses the Great. In Ramses the Damned:
The Reign of Osiris, Anne Rice, revered and beloved
storyteller ("queen of gothic lit, the maestro of the monstrous
and the diva of the devious" --The Philadelphia Inquirer), in
collaboration with her son, acclaimed bestselling novelist
Christopher Rice ("a magician; a master" --Peter Straub),
bring us another thrilling, seductive tale of high adventure,
romance, history, and suspense. AN ANCHOR ORIGINAL
Loss left them only rage...Until they found each other... Cai
doesn't want to be with anyone. He doesn't want a damn
servant, he doesn't want to be associated with damn
vampires. Rand just wants to forget his human side, stay in
his wolf form and find a satisfying and hopefully violent,
bloody way to bring it all to an end. But when a young female
vampire's life is at stake, the Vampire Council drafts Cai to
enter a dark world he never wanted to visit again. Rand is too
honorable to let him go alone, and the only way that can work
is if he's Cai's fully marked servant, bound to the vampire for
all eternity. So fate decides these two lost souls need each
other. Even if they have to tear each other apart to figure it
out.
'"Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced
Nurturing High School are given remarkable freedom--if they
can win, barter, or save enough points to work their way up
the ranks! Ayanokoji Kiyotaka has landed at the bottom in the
scorned Class D, where he meets Horikita Suzune, who''s
determined to rise up the ladder to Class A. Can they beat
the system in a school where cutthroat competition is the
name of the game? "'
In the knuckle-dusting style of classic pulp adventure comes
Athena Voltaire, a courageous,
globetrotting aviatrix who
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takes on Nazis, zombies, and unspeakable occult creatures!
This whopping 224-page tome rescripts and remasters
Athena s adventures from the long-running, Eisner-nominated
comic by Steve Bryant, including over 50 pages of brand new
material!"
The Mark of the Vampire Queen
Vampire’s Embrace
Beloved Vampire
Truly Helpless
Ramses the Damned: The Reign of Osiris

Big and bad enough to be any girl's
nightmare-or her best dream ever...Beyond
your grasp. Those are the three words that
come to mind, every time Ella sees Wolf at
Club Atlantis. He earns the term Master, in
and out of scene, yet there is something
deeper and darker about him. She wants to
dive into that abyss.Wolf sees the yearning.
But the submissive he ultimately claims will
become his servant, soul-bound to him for all
eternity. Ella is a natural submissive, with an
endless desire to please. She's perfect for the
role, really. Except Ella is a gift he doesn't
deserve.However, vampires are wired one
way-to take what they want, no matter what
their conscience tells them. Even Wolf isn't
strong enough to resist his nature...or the
salvation Ella's love offers.
This tribute focuses on the Queen's own
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words to draw out the central role of her
trust in Jesus Christ in shaping her life and
work, offering us an inspiring multi-faceted
insight into a life well lived for others.
(Backcover)
Two Dominants. One a Navy SEAL. One a
Mistress facing a hell she can't escape.
Luckily, hell is just another day at the office
for a SEAL... Abigail Rose is CFO for Thomas
Rose Associates, a successful New Orleans
marketing firm she runs with her best friend
Rosalinda Thomas, and their three fellow
executives, Cyn, Vera and Skye. Since all five
are Dommes, they work and play together.
However, Abby has lived with the threat of a
severe mental illness for most of her life, and
now the monster has come out of the
shadows. Everything that defines
her--including her control as a Mistress--is
shattering. Neil Shepherd is so calm under
pressure, his SEAL teammates know he'll hold
the line, no matter what goes down on a
mission. At home, he finds his peace
navigating the waters of the Louisiana bayou.
As a Dom himself, he shouldn’t be attracted
to Abby, but Fate doesn’t consult the power
exchange playbook when it comes to who is
meant to be together. From the first time
they meet, he knows he wants her. Even the
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shadows that are trying to claim her won’t
stop him.
Based on the seminal work of Robert K.
Greenleaf, a former AT&T executive who
coined the term almost thirty years ago,
servant-leadership emphasizes an emerging
approach to leadership—one which puts
serving others, including employees,
customers, and community, first. The Power
of Servant Leadership is a collection of eight
of Greenleaf's most compelling essays on
servant-leadership. These essays, published
together in one volume for the first time,
contain many of Greenleaf's best insights into
the nature and practice of servant-leadership
and show his continual refinement of the
servant-as-leader concept. In addition,
several of the essays focus on the related
issues of spirit, commitment to vision, and
wholeness.
The Vampire Chronicles Collection
Shadow of Night (Movie Tie-In)
A Novel
Set in nineteenth-century New Orleans, this colorful and evocative
novel captures the lives of the gens de couleur libre, or the Free
People of Color, a dazzling yet damned class caught between the
worlds of white privilege and black oppression. Reissue. (A
Showtime/ABC-TV miniseries, directed by Peter Medak, produced
by Anne Rice, starring Forest Whitaker, Peter Gallagher, Jennifer
Beals, Eartha Kitt, Pam Grier, Gloria Reuben, & Ben Vereen)
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To honor his oath, he’ll offer a Fae lord his soul… Centuries ago,
Lord Uthe was a Templar Knight. Now he serves on the current day
Vampire Council. Despite the volatile and highly sexual nature of
the vampire world, he honors the spirit of the Rule. That effort
becomes far more difficult when he catches the attention of the Fae
Lord Keldwyn, liaison between the Council and Fae Court.
Keldwyn challenges Uthe’s emotional isolation and dominant
nature. When a quest from Uthe’s past requires Keldwyn’s help to
protect both their worlds, Uthe will have to decide whether the Fae
male is a gift from God to be cherished and trusted, or a curse that
will make Uthe fail the Order he promised to serve all his life.
The Companions of the Ring have become involved in separate
adventures as the quest continues. Aragorn, revealed as the hidden
heir of the ancient Kings of the West, joined with the Riders of
Rohan against the forces of Isengard, and took part in the desperate
victory of the Hornburg. Merry and Pippin, captured by orcs,
escaped into Fangorn Forest and there encountered the Ents.
Gandalf returned, miraculously, and defeated the evil wizard,
Saruman. Meanwhile, Sam and Frodo progressed towards Mordor
to destroy the Ring, accompanied by Smagol - Gollum, still
obsessed by his 'preciouss'. After a battle with the giant spider,
Shelob, Sam left his master for dead; but Frodo is still alive - in the
hands of the orcs. And all the time the armies of the Dark Lord are
massing. JRR Tolkien's great work of imaginative fiction has been
labelled both a heroic romance and a classic fantasy fiction. By
turns comic and homely, epic and diabolic, the narrative moves
through countless changes of scene and character in an imaginary
world which is totally convincing in its detail.
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